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Fast Facts

4 years together 50+ pieces of coverage
30+ content

Golin has supported 
in the development 
of over 30 pieces of 

content, ranging 
from press releases 

to editorials

12 Events
Golin has 

attended 12 
Globalaw events

Golin has been 
working with 

Globalaw since 
2013

Since February 
2015, we have 

converted over 50 
pieces of coverage
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2017

OBJECTIVE

To further develop the profile of 
the network among its priority 
audiences, including media, 
general counsel, the wider legal 
industry and member law firms.

APPROACH

Activity is focused on media 
relations and developing 
content to share across 
Globalaw’s digital platforms. 

KPIs

Media: Secure  24 media 
opportunities and 4 relationship 
briefings across 2017

Content: Develop 2 listings or 
award entries, 4 press releases 
and 1 Good Content Guide for 
member firms

2017 Approach in Summary
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2017 KPIs Q3 Results Against KPIs

Progress on 2017 KPIs

Media

24 media opportunities secured 28 media opportunities secured (8 live coverage currently)

4 relationship briefings secured 2 relationship briefings secured (Global Legal Post; The 
Lawyer)

Content

2 legal awards/legal listings developed 2 legal awards/legal listings to be developed

4 press releases or content developed 3 press releases or content developed/in development

1 Top Tips to Writing Good Content Guide 1 Top Tips to Writing Good Content Guide in development 
for GLAMM London
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Coverage
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Press Coverage: How it happens

1. SEEKING 
OPPORTUNITIES

2. MEDIA STRATEGY

3. MESSAGING AND 
CONTENT

DEVELOPMENT

OUR PROCESS: 

4. MEDIA MONITORING



Competitor Analysis
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How does Globalaw compare against 
its competitors

M e d i a  p e r f o r m a n c e
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So what does that mean?

C o v e r a g e  q u a l i t y  p e r f o r m a n c e
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Addressing our challenges

CHALLENGE: SCALE

Globalaw needs a global 

presence but currently operates 

on a restricted budget meaning 

limited scale and limited reach

SOLUTION

To successfully run a global 

campaign, active collaboration 

with and support from local 

member firms is key

CHALLENGE: AMPLIFICATION

Once coverage has been 

achieved, it is shared with 

members via internal channels 

(newsletter, website) but does not 

go further

SOLUTION

Work with local marketing teams 

to amplify coverage by sharing on 

social such as LinkedIn, member 

websites, etc.

CHALLENGE: CONVERSION

Media opportunities can be 

declined or deadlines missed by 

Globalaw resulting in secured 

media opportunities not converted 

into coverage. 

SOLUTION

Expand scope to engage directly 

with chairs of Business Initiatives, 

who can then take a more active 

role in PR activity 



Building Globalaw’s reputation: 

trends in legal communications
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Content marketing is on the rise

200 million people use 
ad blockers, making 

online advertising less 
visible

Content marketing 
generates, on average, 
three times more leads 

than conventional 
marketing

Law firms that do content 
marketing well 

experience 8% more 
website traffic than 

competitors

Content marketing costs, 
on average 62% less 

than conventional 
marketing
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Long form content is the future

“Longer form content performs better on 
every level.”

Neil Patel (New York 
Times best selling author)
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Visual content makes a splash

By 2020 it is predicted that video will 
account for 82% of all internet traffic

Source: Cisco Visual Networking 
Index: Forecast and 

Methodology, 2016–2021

54% of users have posted original 
photos and content

Source: Pew Research Centre
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LinkedIn has never been more important

73% of lawyers have a personal presence on 
LinkedIn, 27% use Facebook for professional 

purposes, and 23% use Twitter for 
professional purposes.
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Paid social

Social media advertising budgets have 
doubled worldwide over the past 2 years—

going from $16 billion in the US alone in 2014 
to $31 billion in 2016


